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	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Language_front（3-6）
	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Language_back

	content: 41 colored wooden tiles (Ø 35 mm), 3 dices, 1 cloth (Ø 450 mm)
	main goal: Visual distinction: Distinguishing and identifying by looking.
	extra goals: Mathematics: Learn to recognize the different shapes.Motor skills: Learn to react quickly to take the correct card.Social skills: Enhance social skills by playing together.
	basic concept: Recognition of shapes
	step 1: Introduce the shapes to the children. Make sure everyone is able to name the shapes: circle, triangle, square, flower, star, heart.
	step 2: Let the children play with three dices and give the child time to look for the correct wooden card by him-/ herself. If he/ she gets the right card he/ she can take it.
	step 3: If every child gets five cards the game is over.
	advanced concept: Action-reaction
	advanced concept1: Make a competition for the children and let them play with the three dice by themselves.One child throws all three dice and everyone will look for the card that has all these symbols on it - watch out because there is only one card matching. The one, who can catch the right card first can take it.The one, that has won five cards first is the winner.
	Text2: Distinction
	product: Shapy
	activities: Look around in the kindergarten room. Could you relate the shapes to real life? Is there anything in the room that looks like a star? Do we have blocks that are equal to a square? Where could you find a triangular shape?Introduce to the children not only the two dimensional names for the shapes but also the three dimensional ones. So if a square becomes 3D it is named cube. A 3D triangle is a pyramid. A circle will be named ball. Make sure that you have theses 3D objects in the kindergarten so the children are able to see and touch it in real life.
	productNO: 22470          
	main observation: Is the child able to distinguish and identify the correct cards by looking?
	extra observation: Is the child able to name the different shapes?Are the children able to find equal shapes in the kindergarten and transfer their knowledge to real life?Does the child concentrate for a longer time?Is the child able to combine the shapes fast in the game?Are the children able to play together?Does the child understand the transfer from 2D to 3D?Are the children interested in challenging?
	Text1: Visual Distinction


